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MESSINA STRAITS CRWODED

From Sholto Watt, representing the Combined Canadian Press

Straits of Messina., Sept ember 3

Reports coming from Sicily and the Italian mainland show objectives

on the Canadian sector being taken far ahead of schedule, while the

British, who landed with the Canadians, are "streaking ahead like a scalded

cat" •

At 10 o'clock this morning, I informed headquarters that the first

Canadian formation had made such progress it was taking the objectives

assigned to the second formation. The first line hill forts had been

taken* As I drove down from headquarters I saw landing craft returning
from Italy, many others putting out, and at one point I counted over a

hundred craft afloat in the narrow Messina straits.

This vast array of shipping was only attacked once, by an ineffective

salvo, as long as I was watching* Fires were still burning on the

mainland, which were started by the/night's tremendous barrage, but there were

little visible signs of fighting on the shore. Indeed headquarters
received a report that there were no Germans on the shore, while Italians

■were surrendering in droves, just as in Sicily, I saw prisoners being
brought ashore to the crowded beaches and nine heavy guns captured#

Besides prisoners taken on the mainland there has also been a steady
trickle for several days past of Italians coming over on their own by
row boats, etc,, at night, including a number of naval personnel. As I'

drive along the road to file my copy I am held up by heavy military

traffic, and indeed I write this dispatch in a truck in the middle of a

long traffic jam on the winding Sicilian coast road.

Local people give the impression of being pleased rather than

otherwise at the invasion. They are still smiling and waving greetings,
sometimes throwing gifts of fruit, despite the fact that most of them

took refuge, terrified, in the hills in the early hours of this morning
when Gen, Montgomery showed them what he meant by a Montgomery barrage
fired over their heads.
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